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towels, then other students started to squirt
their apple juice on the carpet and I had to
clean it all up. Now, I get an orange, but I don‛t
squirt it. But, I still loved every snack they gave
me. Moreover, I like pre-k because they give out
snacks and we make new friends. I like preschool because you get to make new friends. I
had a friend whose name was Page. She had
really pretty brown hair, green eyes, and she
wore a cool outfit. Her outfit was a green top
and yellow beach paints with some purple hills.
She was very different from the others. She
was a really close friend I could count on. She
told me that she had a sister whose name is
Linda a cousin named Lucy and if I wanted to
meet them I could. We made so many friends in
pre-k. Last but not least, we have sleep time. I
love to sleep. We could sleep in pre-k and no one
could say no. We could play or watch TV if we
were not sleepy, but nobody liked the TV so
they went to sleep or played. I like to play, eat,
and sleep. It was so irritating to sleep then wake
up. We would be grouchy if we did not go to
sleep. But, pre-k was fun. I hope my story has
painted a clear picture and it helped you understand pre-k better. I like to eat treats. I like to
make friends. I also like to have sleep time.

Quentyn Sellers
Holm Elementary School
I like my dad because he is
friendly. He is nice. He has black
hair. He takes me to play ball. He
takes me to play football. That is
why I like my dad.

HEALTH
My
Pham
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As kids most of us don‛t like to eat our fruits,
but our parents and grownups always tell us to,
“because it‛s healthy, it‛s good for you” they
said. Eating healthy is an important part of life.
Most people say when you eat healthy you live
longer and I have to say I agree. I also don‛t like
to eat fruits, but when I am told to eat my fruit
I usually add sugar or chocolate to the fruit.
That way I am eating healthy and enjoying a
healthy sweet desert or snack. You might think
when you eat candy and sweets you get a lot
more energy, but it might not be such a good
idea because it is not healthy at all for your
body. Fruits are one of natures many wonders. I
consider tomatoes a fruit because I made it into
a summer dessert and I want to share the
recipe with you. First, you wash the tomato, and
then cut it into small pieces. Next, place the cut
tomato pieces into a cup and add sugar and ice.
Stir it up and you have a nice dessert great for
those hot summer days. When you eat a candy
bar you might feel like you‛re in heaven and you
might think that fruit is not tasty at all, but the
truth is when you eat fruit your body has more
power than a candy bar would give you. Too much
junk food will shorten your life and can give you
a sickness. Fruits on the other hand will give you
strength and power it can be a miracle if you
look at it from my point of view. I think of it
more than eating healthy, but a lifestyle to help
you improve your health. Like they said, “an
apple a day keeps the doctor away.” An apple can
give you the strength to keep going for a whole
day more than a candy bar ever would.

READING QUIZ
1. Fruits will give you strength and

Jamie Gruenwald
Holm Elementary School

A. power.

I like my rabbit. His name is
Chocolate. He likes to scratch. He
likes to play hide and seek. That is
why I like may rabbit.

B. giggles.

C. junk.

SPORTS
Johnny WilliamsJohnny
5th grade
Warrington Elementary

Dennis Byrd
Holm Elementary School
I like my cats. They jump and run.
They are black and white. This is
why I like my cats.
Dynasty Lewis
Holm Elementary School
I like my cat because she is nice.
She likes to play all day when it is
summer and hot outside. My cat is
pretty. That is why I like my cat.

Williams

Sports
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5th grade

I am going to tell you about my favorite sports
which are basketball and football. I am going to
tell you about basketball first because it is my
favorite sport. I like basketball because you get
to wear any type of sneakers and if the other
team steps on your feet it will not hurt because
they don‛t have spikes on the bottom of their
shoes. I also like basketball because the plays
are simple and not hard. I like football because
I like contact, I like to run the ball, and I like to
go out for passes. I am a good running back and
corner back. As a corner back, I always cover
routes that are hard and complicated for other
people to keep up with. The people that are on
my team always block for me and I block for
them. One day I want to become a professional
in both sports.
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